
Installation and Operation Manual 

Networking Machine

(M222A )



Notice 

Package  list

Please read this instruction carefully before using, you will install & 
use our products according to the provided information and method
 
   *To use  first,  every  indoor-monitor   will  be  operated  by  you  one  time,  or
     else  the  indoor-  monitor  can  not  discern  .

   *

*

   *Don't  disconnect  by  yourself.

   *Our  product  can  be  connected  most  4pcs  outdoor-cameras  .

   *Our  product  can  be  connected  most  4pcs  indoor-monitors.

Meets the wrong line to be able to create the machine the irremediable 
    defect, please be installment and wiring careful refer to instruction 
    booklet. 

   This product for the high-tech product, please note rainproof, moisture
    -proof, anti-radar. 
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Installs the foundation
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Positioning

1.Choose a suitable place. 
2.Fix under plate of indoor-monitor.
    A: Drill a hole in the wall get the gum cover in.
    B: Tighten the screws.
3. Join  the wires up.
4.insert the bracket to slot of indoor-monitor.
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Brief Introduction

Function
.

Keys Introduction

Visible to say

Hello...

Hello...

Screen

Monitor

Unlock 
Button

Lum 
adjustment 

Contrast 
adjustment

Chrominance 
adjustment

Volume 
Button 
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Thanks for your support to our products.
To  aim at the market request, we designed the Multi-intercom unit for Mono building 
which is made on the basis of our basic intercom, it is conformitied and optimized on 
function & performance, the performance is more stable besides of the basic function. 
this products extend the design for basic intercom ,simple installation ,safe and conve
-nient use.
Our company have establish  comprehensive Quality assurance system and perfect 
 after-service system, 

 

to use this company's product which the customer may feel 
relieved, hoped uses this product to be able to take to you to feel relieved, the happy 
use experience.



wiring diagram of indoor-monitor

Yellow(Video) Black(GND) Red(VDD)

The part of back of 
Indoor-monitor

White(Audio)11 3322 44
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POWER   
DC 15V

CAMERA 

Function setting

Lum adjustment 

Contrast adjustment

Chrominance adjustment

The contrast is divided  into seven divisions, 

press the key to increase or decrease the 

contrast gradually

The chrominance is divided  into seven divisions, 

press the key to increase or decrease the 

chrominance gradually

The brightness is divided  into seven divisions, 

press the key to increase or decrease the 

brightness gradually
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*The outdoor-camera & indoor-monitor can according to client request 

to reduce & increase quantity, The outdoor-camera & indoor-monitor 

can be contacted 4pcs most by person.

Networking diagram



The two indoor-monitors contact two oudoor-cameras.

Total line long 

25m

30m

Recommend wire

RVV 4 x 0.2mm

RVV 4 x 0.3mm

2

2

Operation
1.Outside calling

2.Intercom(on stand by status)
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The indoor-monitor will be shut off automatically when no answer 

from calling. under the instance of more outdoor-camera, the use 

of one the others will be shut off. 

After installation, the calling button should be pressed once so that

the indoor-monitor can recognize the outdoor-camera.

Pick up the handset, intercom starts; hang up the handset, 

intercom close or it will close automatically after 60seconds.

Press the monitor button one time, intercom starts;

Press the button second time:

a).if two or more outdoor-cameras are connected, indoor-monitor

 will monitor another outdoor-camera;

b).If only one outdoor-camera is connected, the intercom close or 

it will close automatically after 60 seconds.

NOTE: 

When two indoor-monitors have a internal call, other indoor-monitor's button

 are unable to be operated , and there are no videos on their LCD screen until 

the internal call is finished. 

                     6

3.Monitor

For example: last time of calling is P1 outdoor-camera, to 

continue press the monitor key, the outdoor-camera of switch 

sequence as below.

                     

NOTICE:

     1.the outdoor-camera must has difference of address code.

     2.first use the product, the outdoor-camera will call the indoor-monitor one 

        time, so that indoor-monitor can discern difference code of outdoor-camera.

     

P1-P4:outdoor-camera of code(address code)

                                   P1             P2             P3             P4

4.Unlock 

1.Just can open the lock under the conversation or in the 

condition of monitor.

2.Only can open lock when outdoor-camera is working.

3.The lock .should match with the type of outdoor-camera 

Model
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OFF OFF 
ON

12V

0V

Unlock

Lock

OFF 
ON

12V

0V
ON

Unlock

Lock

OFF 

ON Unlock

Lock

0s

0s

0s 4~7s

4~7s

4~7s

Code    P1       P2       P3       P4

product model
product address No.

open lock type

PXXXX

The indoor-monitor of inspection has two kind:

1. single outdoor-camera 

press the monitor key after, the indoor-monitor's screen switch to 

scout fettle ,press again, return to hold on calling fettle.

 Hold on Scout

2.more outdoor-camera

the outdoor-camera connect more outdoor-camera, hold on 

calling that press the monitor key, the system default the scout 

last time. finally calling that the outdoor-camera is pressed, 

then it can switching each other in more outdoor-camera.

 Hold on
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Specifications

Supply Voltage                           DC15V, 1000mA Ripple: <80mVp-p

Consumption Current 300 50mA                                

Operation Temperature -10 ~+50                           

Operation Humidity                    85%(Max)

Number of Dots(Hxv)                 480(H)*240(V)

Dot Pitch(Hxv)                            0.10*0.149mm

Screen size                                 2.36inch(Diagonal)

Color Arrangement                    RGB.delta

Video System                             PAL/NTSC

External Dimension 265(L) 94(W) 45(H)mm

1 We will maximize to provide more accurate information. There are only small differences 

     between the pictures of description and the actuall  product. relating to  the specification, 

     appearance and color, to offer subject to the actuall product.

2 If  need be, our products and related data are constantly updated and new elements added. 

      This amendment can be changed without notice.

S/N:08.0716A3

Adapter

Model GP005E-150-100

Input 100-240V ~ 50/60Hz 0.5A 

Output              15V     1A 15VA 

Manufacturers GOSPELL DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY CO.LTD
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OFF OFF 
ON

12V

0V

Unlock

Lock

OFF 
ON

12V

0V
ON

Unlock

Lock

OFF 

ON Unlock

Lock

The positive lock which no adaptor, was supplied power by outdoor-camera , 
when the gate is closed, the circuit voltage is 0V, when opens the door, puts 
through the power source, the voltage is 12V, may judge automatically 
whether time delay 4~7s or not time delay

The positive lock which no adaptor, was supplied power by outdoor-camera, 
when the gate is closed, the circuit voltage is 12V, when opens the door, puts
 through the power source, the voltage is 0V, must setting whether time delay 
4~7s or not time delay

The active lock which have adaptor itself, brings the power source, when the 
gate is at the off-position, the line switch separation, opens the door, line 
switch closed, must setting whether time delay 4~7s or not time delay

1:Useless 

A.power is whether normal, attempt to reconnect the power.

B.wiring is whether correct, meets wrong can create the equipment the irremediable 

   damaged, please careful reading and understand the installation manual.

C.Perhaps one of outdoor unit or indoor unit is damaged, attempt to takes down it   

   and confirm separately.

2. Video 

A.No image, possibly camera of outdoor unit is damaged, or the screen of indoor 

   unit is damaged. 

B.image not to be clear, attempt to adjust brightness, contrast and chromaticity. 

C.image has the disturbance, may the disturbance of around circumstance, the 

   wiring is unreasonable, perhaps uses the inappropriate line material, to be attempt   

   use thick line. 

3:Audio

A.Volume is too small, perhaps the wiring is too long, the line material is too thin.

B.sound disturbance, the wiring is unreasonable, the environment has the disturb

   -ance ,perhaps the cables bundles piles to in heaps.

4:Function operation

A.unable to call, the possible some equipment to have the failures, attempt to   

   uninstall and test separately.

B.Unable to unlock 

   a: whether the unlocking setting of outdoor unit is match you're lock .

   b: The wiring is too long, the line material is too thin, please replace in the thick 

       line material 

C.All of pressed keys for indoor unit is unable to operate temporarily, other indoor 

   unit is using with outdoor unit, the use finished, relieves the busy state of the  

   main line, other units may restore normally.

Trouble shooting
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